Abstract Tracking objects that undergo abrupt appearance changes and heavy occlusions is a challenging problem which conventional tracking methods can barely handle. To address the problem, we propose an online structure learning algorithm that contains three layers: an object is represented by a mixture of online structure models (OSMs) which are learnt from block-based online random forest classifiers (BORFs). BORFs are able to handle occlusion problems since they model local appearances of the target. To further improve the tracking accuracy and reliability, the algorithm utilizes mixture relational models (MRMs) as multi-mode context information to integrate BORFs into OSMs. Furthermore, the mixture construction of OSMs can avoid over-fitting effectively and is more flexible to describe targets. Fusing BORFs with MRMs, OSMs capture the discriminative parts of the target, which guarantees the reliability and robustness of our tracker. In addition, OSMs incorporate with block occlusion reasoning to update our BORFs and MRMs, which can deal with appearance changes and drifting problems effectively. Experiments on challenging videos show that the proposed tracker performs better than several state-of-the-art algorithms.
Introduction
Object tracking has attracted a lot of attention in computer vision due to its fundamental importance for many vision applications such as visual surveillance, traffic safety monitoring and abnormal activity detection. And many successful techniques of object tracking have been proposed in the last several decades. The applicability of the techniques in general scenarios, however, is still very limited due to practical difficulties: appearance variations (e.g., illumination, viewpoint and background changes), occlusions, complex backgrounds, etc. These difficulties are inevitable in practical applications and thus noticeably aggravate this problem.
In many traditional approaches, various kinds of low-level observation models have been used for object tracking, such as feature points [1] [2] , lines or templates [3] [4] , moving areas [5] and color appearance models [6] . Tracking procedures based on feature points [1] [2] often extract and track corner points belonging to targets and then further estimate the locations of targets. Feature points are unstable when the appearance changes or motion blur takes place. Lines and template models [3] [4] are not capable to track targets when they are occluded which is inevitable in practice. Moving areas [5] and color appearance models [6] are sensitive to lighting variations and complex backgrounds, which may encounter great challenges in crowded scenarios. Compared with the low-level observation models, machine learning based object tracking techniques are more robust and reliable. The last decade has witnessed the fast development of object detection techniques which resulted in many promising detectors of particular object classes, e.g., faces [7] [8] , pedestrian [9] [10] [11] , and vehicle [11] [12] [13] . These object detectors can provide good observation models for isolated object tracking. But they cannot effectively capture the objects that suffer from abrupt appearance changes and heavy occlusions. To cope with this problem, Wu and Nevatia [9] used one full body detector and three part detectors to detect and track partially occluded humans. However, part detectors are hard to train and are very likely to fail when object parts are not fully visible. To deal with the occlusion problem in a new perspective, global association methods [14] [15] were proposed from the optimization prospective. Given the detection responses, these methods try to link them globally using optimization algorithms, which usually have high computational cost. Besides the above-mentioned intrinsic drawbacks, all the offline learnt detectors have to be designed or trained before tracking starts and they only differentiate targets from the background rather than differentiate a target from other targets.
With the consideration of the limitations of offline trained detectors, many researchers employ online learning algorithms to update appearance models of specific targets for their adaptive trackers, such as MIL [16] , OAB [17] and TLD [18] . Aiming at capturing appearance changes and illumination variations, these approaches automatically select positive and negative samples to update the target models online and use the models to get accurate and stable tracking results. However, they may introduce errors and lead to the tracking failure gradually when occlusions take place, especially when heavy occlusions occur. With the hope of addressing the update problem and dealing with occlusions, some approaches [19] [20] divide a specific target into blocks and build block models for object tracking, and finally update the models with non-occluded block samples online. But carrying limited information of blocks, the block models lack robustness and reliability. Besides, they only depict the characteristics of local appearance, neglecting context information.
Inspired by the approaches [19] [20] , we devise a blockbased approach for object tracking. Aiming at overcoming the above-mentioned intrinsic drawbacks, we propose an online structure learning algorithm for both rigid and non-rigid objects which still work well even in drastic circumstances (with abrupt appearance changes and heavy occlusions). The learnt structure models and some corresponding results are shown in Fig.1(a) and Fig.1(b) respectively. We innovate from the observation modeling level to build structure models fusing blockbased appearance models and context models between blocks effectively. The main contributions of our online structure learning algorithm include:
• The structure models are online learnt based on our augmented feature (fusion of edge and texture in- formation) from non-occluded regions of targets rather than manually constructed, which has more flexibility and stronger capability of occlusion handling.
• Mixture relational models provide context information for the learning procedure to obtain robust and reliable tracking results; meanwhile, they model multiple relationships between blocks so that the structure models are capable of both rigid and non-rigid targets tracking.
• The learnt structure models cooperate with occlusion reasoning to update models, which can not only adapt appearance changes but also handle drifting problem.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 begins with the overview of our system, and then provides the details of the online structure learning algorithm. Next, experiments and comparisons are presented in Section 3. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section 4.
Proposed Approach
The system overview of our approach is shown in Fig.2 . Given the target location in frame t − 1, the confidences from block-based online random forest classifiers (BORFs) and relation attributes from mixture relational models (MRMs) are extracted from the target appearance. With the confidences and relation attributes, the discriminative online structure models (OSMs) will be learnt for the target. In the next step, the structure models corporate with occlusion reasoning to guide the BORFs and MRMs updating. In frame t, the above structure models can locate the target in the particle filter framework. In the following, we introduce the proposed approach, mainly focusing on the key component, online structure learning.
Block-Based Online Random Forest Classifier
For occlusion handling, we treat blocks as basic units of objects, and train and update a block classifier online for each block to distinguish the block from the background and other blocks. As for the learning algorithm, online random forest [21] has three characteristics which can facilitate online learning problems. 1) It is very fast in both training and classification. 2) It is robust against label noise.
3) The algorithm allows for temporal weighting of knowledge by discarding entire trees, which increases the adaptivity of data distribution changes. Motivated by the demonstrated effectiveness of Online Random Forest, we employ the algorithm to train and update block classifiers (BORFs).
We propose an augmented feature vector for BORF training, which combines the convolution histograms of oriented gradients (CHOG) and histogram of color space (HCS). We believe that the appearance can be better captured if we can effectively fuse the edge/local shape information and the color-based information. Since blocks cover small patches of targets, their histograms of oriented gradients (HOGs) may differ a lot even when small shifts take place. This characteristic will introduce error into BORF, which will result in the failure of tracking. To conquer this difficulty, we adopt convolution of HOG [10] (CHOG) of each pixel using convolution filter (1) to present its gradient feature, aiming at eliminating the interferences of small shifts.
Color-based information is another type of important feature. In order to describe the color-based feature of blocks, we extract their HCS in YUV color space only using U and V channels, which makes our BORFs robust to illumination changes. We calculate the histograms of U and V channels independently (8 bins for each). Consequently, our augmented feature vector, the combination of CHOG and HCS, contains 25D features for each block. 
C(k)
With the augmented feature vectors of training samples, online random forest [21] is used to train and update a BORF for each block. As for a BORF, given the entire forest h = {t 1 , . . . , t Nt } (t is a tree, N t is the number of trees) and a sample's feature x, the estimated probability for predicting class c for the sample can be written as
where p n (c|x) is the estimated density of class labels of the leaf of the n-th tree where x falls. The final decision function of the forest is defined as
To further improve the adaptivity of our BORF, we introduce an elimination strategy of trees. If the number of positive samples on which a tree of BORF gives wrong decisions exceeds a threshold in a period, we will treat the tree as an old tree that cannot describe the new appearances. This type of trees will be eliminated and new tree will be learnt using the same training procedure.
Mixture Relational Model
Only capturing the local appearances of blocks, the BORFs may lose effectiveness when the blocks are occluded by similar blocks or affected by appearance changes, since they neglect context information. It is reasonable with intuition that the confidence of a block should depend on not only its own appearance but also the votes from its neighbors. Consequently, to remedy the intrinsic drawbacks of block-based classifiers, we integrate the relational models between blocks into BORFs to perform online structure learning. The online structure models are more accurate and robust than the BORFs for adaptive trackers.
First, we describe how the relational models are exploited. Actually, we adopt a simple but effective method to model the relationships between blocks. In a period of time, the differences in appearance of two neighbor blocks are in similar distributions. According to the characteristic, we utilize the difference in appearance to describe the relationships between neighboring blocks (shown in Fig.3) . As for block i and j, the differences are represented by a histogram:
where
} is our augmented feature of the i-th block. K is the number of feature dimensions (it is 25 in our experiments). Next, we introduce how we organize the relational model for each pair of neighboring blocks. As for rigid objects, one single modal distribution is sufficient to model the differences in a period. However, as for articulated objects such as pedestrian, one single modal distribution is not sufficient in modeling. But their appearances changes are recurrent and the patterns are fixed, such as leg raising, leg down and upright (as shown in Fig.4) . In other words, the difference changes are multi-mode and periodic. Therefore, we utilize multiple distributions to model the differences, called Mixture Relational Model (MRM):
where each relational model is a histogram table for a mode and MRM contains multiple histogram tables for multi-mode. Given the m-th relational model ∆F model m (i, j), the relation attribute (similarity) r m (i, j) between the current appearance difference ∆F (i, j) from (4) and the m-th model can be written as:
where ∆F 
Online Structure Learning
With BORF confidences h(i) and MRM relation attributes r(i, j) (the j-th block is a neighbor), we can obtain an MRF for a target. Our objective is to learn the confident structure models from the MRF for tracking. In the block level, we define the composite confidence p(i) that reflects how likely it is the i-th block of the target:
where N nb is the number of neighboring blocks. The composite confidence is an important metric for structure learning (a sample of composite confidence map is shown in Fig.5 ). Having the composite confidences of blocks, how can we learn the structure models online and then how to use the models to perform object tracking? In the following, we will give the technical details.
A structure model is a tree (just as Fig.6 shows) in which nodes are the confident blocks and edges are the relations between the neighboring blocks. The structure models combine all the trees into a forest to measure target candidates. The forest construction can avoid over-fitting effectively and has more flexibility to describe targets. In order to build such structure models effectively and efficiently in an online manner, we devise an online learning algorithm. The learning algorithm derives from minimum spanning tree (MST): 1) For each tree, the block with the maximal composite confidence p(·) will be picked up as the root node and then the tree starts to grow;
2) In every step of growing, the tree selects one of its neighboring blocks with the maximal composite confidence as a child node; 3) If a child block has more than one parent block, the one with the maximal relation attribute r(·, ·) is chosen as the parent block; 4) Steps 2 and 3 are carried out until the number of blocks is too large to affect the balance of the forest or the composite confidences of neighbors are less than θ; 5) All the steps are carried out until the composite confidences of the rest blocks are all less than θ. Trees with only one node will be removed since these trees might be noises.
Given the structure models, we use them to measure every particle in particle filter [22] framework. And then all the particles will be merged according to their outputs from the structure models. An output of the structure models is the weighted sum of all the outputs from the trees. The output from a tree (root) can be calculated as:
where the j-th block is a child node of the root block and C is the number of child nodes of the root block. Since O(j) and r(root, j) are both from 0 to 1, we set the threshold as 0.5, which balances the votes from child nodes and root BORF confidence. In another word, strong votes of child nodes result in positive effects while weak ones lead to negative effects. (8) can be used for other parent nodes (for leaf nodes O(·) = h(·)).
Update Scheme
Tracking objects in dynamic scenes with illumination, background and viewpoint changes poses two main problems which conventional methods cannot comprehensively handle: 1) Although fixed models without update scheme are reliable, they lack the adaptability of appearance changes which may lead to the failure of trackers. 2) Updating frequently or inappropriately may introduce errors into the models which may cause the drifting problems of trackers. It is seemed too hard to find a tradeoff between reliability and flexibility. With consideration of these problems, we introduce the structure models into the update scheme to adapt BORFs and MRMs, which can handle appearance changes and occlusions very well.
At first, we carry out occlusion reasoning in which the blocks with low composite confidence will be treated as occluded blocks (the rest blocks are visible). And then in the BORFs updating phase, candidate bounding boxes are sampled from the target location with small perturbations (as the yellow boxes of Fig.7(a) ), from which we will select positive blocks for BORFs updating. The blocks in OSMs are of high confidences from the combination of their BORFs and neighbors' votes. Therefore, we set a relative low threshold θ bc to select positive samples for these blocks to capture appearance changes. As for the rest blocks, we set a relative high threshold θ bh for avoiding introducing errors. On the other hand, the negative sample selection is also important for appearance adaptation in dynamic scenes. First of all, negative bounding boxes are sampled, which are shown as the blue boxes in Fig.7(a) . Given the target bounding box O T from the tracking results, we will sample N neg candidate bounding boxes From the negative boxes, N neg candidate blocks will be used as negative samples with the weights 1 − h(·) to update each BORF.
As for MRMs, they will be updated when both their blocks are visible. Specifically, in the update phase, we will update the matched relational model and eliminate the old relational model. At the first step, we sum up all the difference values between ∆F (i, j) and ∆F model m (i, j) on every feature dimension, after which we can get the difference sum d. We consider the distribution as 1D Gaussian (µ and δ are mean and variance). Next, we will pick up the n-th relation model as the matched model if n = arg min < 3δ n . Otherwise, new relational model will be built to replace the long-term mismatched model. With the n-th model as the matched one, we will update the model as following (c is the number of matched times and t, t − 1 are time frames),
Experiments
Experiments are carried out on eight challenging sequences (six are from public datasets and two from ours) and comparisons of our approach and four stateof-the-art methods are given. Our approach is implemented in C++ and runs at about 2 fps (10 ∼ 25 blocks) on an Intel Core TM Quad 2.66 GHz CPU with 4 G RAM.
Implementation Details
The number of relational models of every MRM is set to 10 (in our experiments, we find that 10 is enough to cover the number of modes for MRMs). The composite confidence threshold θ for structure learning used in our experiments is 0.5, which means the block must have high confidence and the votes from neighbor blocks must be positive. As for the BORF updating, their value ranges are from 0 to 1.0, therefore the BORFs with strong neighbor supports are just required to be larger than 0.5 (θ bc ) while the ones in poor contexts must be larger than 0.8 (θ bh ). The update ratio α is set to 0.05 according to frame rate (20 frames per second). The numbers of candidate positive blocks N pos and candidate negative blocks N neg are 81 and 324 in consideration of accuracy and speed.
Baseline Methods
For fair comparison, we compare our approach with four state-of-the-art methods with the same initialization of the target. These methods are Multiple Instance Learning tracker (MIL) [16] , Online AdaBoost tracker (OAB) [17] , Adaptive Structural Sparse representation based tracker (ASS) [20] and TrackingLearning-Detection tracker (TLD) [18] . The tracking results presented here are from the trackers provided by the original authors.
Results
We evaluate the above-mentioned methods and ours on eight sequences: car4 [20] , woman [20] , face [16] , singer [20] , basketball player, football player, Dog [18] and car [18] . These sequences cover most challenging situations in object tracking, including heavy occlusion, large illumination change and complex background.
First, we employ the relative position errors (in pixels) between the centers of ground truths and the tracking results to compare the methods. Fig.8 presents errors evaluations on the eight sequences while Table 1 summarizes the average center location errors of the methods. From the figure and table, we can see that MIL and OAB cannot deal with abrupt appearance changes and heavy occlusions. The TLD tracker (based on object detection with global search) is able to reacquire the target when the target object reappears after occlusion. Therefore, TLD performs better than MIL and OAB. Although ASS has perfect performance when appearance changes and partial occlusions take place, it is not capable of tackling heavy occlusions. Our approach performs well against the state-of-theart methods. We attribute the performance to our online structure models which can handle occlusions and appearance changes effectively. Next we use the overlap ratio metric to evaluate the tracking accuracy for the trackers in another perspective. Given the tracking result R T and the ground truth R G , we use (12) to calculate the overlap ratio. we carry out the overlap experiments on four sequences, face, car4, dog and woman (as shown in Fig.9 ). We can see that our tracker performs favorably against the other four algorithms. Benefited from the scoring mechanism for online structure model, our tracker achieves accurate tracking results. In the following, we give the corresponding qualitative evaluation on the datasets. Fig.10 gives some typical tracking results on the eight sequences. In the car4, singer and dog sequences, large appearance changes (mainly including illumination change, motion blur, viewpoint change and scale change) lead to the drifting problems of many trackers since they cannot capture the new appearances with old models and update the models incorrectly. Our tracker is able to track the target because the structure models can find out the confident blocks using context information and update the trackers correctly. In the woman sequence, many trackers lose effectiveness because of the occlusions and complex backgrounds. Our approach learns the discriminative parts of the nonoccluded regions so that the tracker can use the models to track the target accurately and remove the interferences of complex backgrounds. In the face, basketball player, football player and car sequences, the heavy occlusions make most of the trackers fail. Even though 90% of the target's region is occluded or its different parts are occluded, our tracker can track the target very well. Besides, MRMs improve the descriptive power of our models for articulated targets, such as the woman, basketball player and football player sequences. In our approach, different visible blocks can be combined into structure models to describe the target, which guarantees the reliability and flexibility of our tracker.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a robust object tracking algorithm based on online structure learning for both rigid and non-rigid objects which still works well even in drastic circumstances. In the low layer, block-based online random forest classifiers are trained with our augmented features in order to handle part of occlusion and appearance change problems. To further improve the tracking accuracy and reliability, the proposed method utilizes the mixture relational models as multi-mode context information to combine the block-based online random forest classifiers into flexible and discriminative structures. The online learnt structure models help locate the target accurately even when the target is heavily occluded. Furthermore, the structure models guide the update scheme benefiting from which our tracker is able to not only adapt appearance changes correctly but also handle drifting problems effectively. Experimental results compared with four state-of-the-art methods on challenging sequences demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness of the proposed approach.
Although our tracker has good performance on the video sequences in which the targets undergo abrupt appearance changes and heavy occlusions, it may have trouble in the case of large in-plane target rotation. Besides, the number of blocks for each target is set empirically. To address these problems, we will introduce affine transformation of particles into the particle filter framework to capture in-plane rotation targets. And then we could further improve our method so that the number of blocks can be set automatically according to the characteristics of targets.
